Normal aging brings increased richness in knowledge and experience as well as declines in cognitive abilities. Language comprehension, however, occupies an unique position in cognitive aging research. Although certain language tasks become harder with age, especially when resources are heavily taxed, older adults report little change in their ability to engage in conversations, read novels or the newspaper, and use language in everyday situations. In this talk, I will review some age-related reorganization of neurocognitive resources for language processing at the group level demonstrated in controlled laboratory experiments. In particular, I will point out that, despite the overall tendency toward decline, older adults are also tremendously diverse with respect to how their language processing is impacted by aging. I will discuss characteristics indicated in the recent literature that differentiate a subset of older adults whose processing patterns more closely resemble that of young adults. These discussions could help provide a window into cognitive skills and abilities that may counteract processing constraints imposed by age and contribute to promoting a rather active reading comprehension strategy among older adults.
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